A detailed study has been performed for estimating the orbital energies, positions and shifts of the Lyman lines of C 5+ , Al 12+ and Ar 17+ under strongly coupled plasma with a view to understand such line positions and shifts obtained in laser produced plasma experiments. The effect of strongly coupled plasma has been treated within the Ion Sphere (IS) model. Both non-relativistic and relativistic methods have been used for estimating the spectral properties. Theoretical estimates with IS model of the plasma are in conformity with the results of laser plasma experiments on these highly stripped ions. The experimental data for the systems have also been compared with the theoretical estimates using Debye screening model of the plasma with spatial confinements which gives additional restrictions to the wave functions at finite boundaries.
Introduction
The spectral properties of atomic systems are modified considerably under external confinements [1, 2, 3] . Of particular interest, is the effect of a surrounding plasma of different coupling strengths Γ, defined as the ratio of average Coulomb potential energy between pairs of particles and their kinetic energy. Γ < 1 for weakly coupled plasma, one can apply the standard Debye screening model [4] in which the potential energy between charged particles is represented by a screened Coulomb potential. The condition Γ ≥ 1 refers to strongly coupled plasma in which the potential energy function, though simple, is of completely different nature than in a Debye screening model [5] . Such plasma conditions prevail in, highly evolved stars, the interior of Jovian planets, explosive shock tubes, two dimensional states of electrons trapped in surface states of liquid helium, laser produced and inertial confinement fusion plasmas [5, 6] . Recent experimental observations using laser produced plasmas [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] open up an interesting field for the theoretical investigations along this line. Such high density plasmas are of particular interest in astrophysics and inertial confinement fusion processes. The X-ray opacity of matter under stellar interior conditions and the X-ray diagnostics of ICF plasmas can be achieved from such a study [11] . Effect of dense plasma on the ionization potential, collision and photo absorption cross sections, fine structure splitting and spectral line shifts have been investigated earlier by Stewart and Pyatt [13] , Rozsnai [14] , Ray [15] , Jung [16] , Griem [17] , Siedel et al. [18] and Skupski [19] . Applications of density functional approach along this line was reviewed by Gupta and Rajagopal [20] .
In the current context, we will focus our attention to the experimental findings based on time and space resolved extreme ultraviolet spectra of Carbon plasmas with 100 f s laser pulses [10] , inertially confined laser imploded Ar plasma [11] and ultrashort laser produced Al plasma [12] . For such laser produced plasmas Γ > 1 and one can apply strongly coupled plasma model to investigate the spectral properties of isoelectronic ions of Hydrogen. In this communication we would like to investigate in detail the effect of strongly coupled plasma on the Lyman lines of highly stripped Carbon, Aluminium and Argon. Ion Sphere (IS) model of the plasma [5] has been utilized for such a study. Our motivation is to investigate how the simple IS model is effective in obtaining results which can be compared favourably with the experimentally observed values. In addition we would also like to investigate the applicability of the Debye plasma model with a spherical confinement on the spectral line positions and shifts of the Lyman lines under the laser plasma experimental conditions [10, 11, 12] and to estimate the shifts in ionization potentials. Such studies have been done earlier for Hydrogen [21, 22] and Helium like systems [23, 24] to understand the behavior of the structural properties of one and two electron systems under weak as well as strongly coupled plasmas. A brief outline of the theory is given in Section 2 and a discussion of the results follow in Section 3.
Theory
In presence of an external plasma environment the potential energy is modified and the non-relativistic Hamiltonian of a Hydrogen like atomic system [a.u. is used throughout] can be represented by
where the structure of the one body effective potential depends on the type of the coupling of the plasma with the atomic charge cloud. For the relativistic treatment appropriate modification of the Hamiltonian is done through the introduction of the Dirac operators. Currently we are interested in the case of strongly coupled plasma for which Γ ≥ 1. In case of such a homogeneous one component plasma surrounding an ion of nuclear charge Z having one valence electron, one can define a sphere of radius R (usually referred to as the Wigner-Seitz radius) such that the plasma electrons with density n together with the valance electron completely neutralize the central positive charge; thus maintaining the overall charge neutrality of the system [5, 13, 20] . In such a situation the Wigner-Seitz radius R is given by
From classical electrostatics one can easily obtain
In order to analyze the energy of the system for different coupling strengths of the plasma reflected in R, one has to solve the appropriate Schrödinger equation
subject to the normalization constant
For the relativistic case the corresponding Dirac equation is to be solved. It is assumed that no electron current takes place at the boundary surface defined by the Wigner-Seitz radius R and the wave function should satisfy the boundary condition
Such boundary conditions can always be satisfied by choosing the basis sets appropriately. We represent the radial part of the orbital
where χ(r) is a linear combination of Slater type orbitals (STO)
Since the analytical solution of Hydrogen like problem in a plasma is difficult we adopt the basis set expansion technique for obtaining the energy of the ground state in a plasma environment. The non linear parameters n i and ρ i here are preassigned and the linear coefficients are determined from the solution of the generalized eigenvalue equation
which yields the ground state energy at different plasma coupling strengths which are functions of the plasma parameters. All the integrals are to be evaluated at finite domain radius R. For the relativistic case a numerical evaluation of the energies is sought using Dirac Hamiltonian and standard relativistic program package as developed by Fritzsche et al. [25] .
In addition to evaluation of the ground state energies at different plasma coupling strengths we have adopted the applications of linear response theory under an external time dependent perturbation [21, 22, 23, 24] for estimating the low lying excitation energies with a view to calculate the spectral line positions under plasma environment.
To be more specific we apply a harmonic perturbation on the system
where g(r) is an one particle perturbation, currently of dipolar form. The external perturbation changes the ground state wave function ψ and the perturbed wave functions can be evaluated through the optimization of a variational functional [26] 
with
The optimization is carried out with respect to linear variation parameters introduced in function φ. The basis sets for the perturbed functions are similar to that given by Equations (7) and (8) with different linear and non linear parameters. The functional has poles at certain frequency ω, the positions of which indicate the singly excited states of the system. One can extract the transition properties from a study of the pole positions [21] . A discussion of the results is given in the next section.
Results and Discussions
The effect of strongly coupled plasma on the orbital energy and low lying excited states C 5+ , Al 12+ and Ar 17+ has been analyzed in details using IS model within non relativistic as well as relativistic theory. The particular ions have been chosen as laser produced plasma experiments in such systems exist [10, 11, 12] and spectral lines of Lyman lines originating in plasma environments have been reported. Our aim is to see the reliability of the IS model of the plasma in predicting the experimentally observed lines of the Lyman series. The shifts can always be estimated from the free line positions. The orbital energies for different plasma coupling strengths have been obtained from the solution of the generalized eigenvalue Equation (10) 
12+
and Ar 17+ the results for our detailed investigations using IS model with different electron densities have been displayed in Tables 1 and 3 . We have considered the behavior of the ground state orbital energy and the transition energy to first three dipole allowed excited states 2p, 3p and 4p. The energy shifts have been calculated for Al 12+ while for Ar 17+ , the wavelengths for the free as well as those in presence of plasma have been reported. This is because the data on the laser produced experiments on plasma for Al 12+ [10] and Ar 17+ [12] have been given accordingly. We wish to have an overall idea also about how the energy levels behave in case of Debye type plasma with spherical confinement. Here the effective potential is given by [4] V ef f (r) = − Ze −µr r
where Z is the nuclear charge and µ is the Debye screening parameter given by
µ is a function of the temperature T and number density n of the plasma electrons. One can simulate a large number of plasma conditions by properly choosing n and T . Using the potential function given by Equation (13) with a given parameter µ, one can proceed in the same way as is being done in the strongly coupled plasma model to study the behavior of orbital energies and excitation properties. In such calculations we have chosen the plasma temperature T as reported in the experimental papers [11, 12] and varies the electron density n to get the screening parameters µ. For each µ value we have chosen the radius of confinement as R = 1 µ which effectively gives the Debye sphere of influence. The spatial confinement with respect to the Debye radius is incorporated in the numerical calculations in exactly the same way as is being done for the Ion Sphere (IS) model. Such results have been displayed in Tables 2 and 4 for the respective cases of Al 12+ and Ar 17+ . The number of parameters for the ground and excited state functions are identical in the Debye plasma and in the IS models. In Tables 1 to 4 the transition energies from the 1s → 2p, 3p and 4p states have been reported for the cases only in which the excited state is bound. As soon as the transition energy exceeds that of the ionization energy for increased plasma strength, it goes in the continuum and such cases have not been displayed in the Tables. Experimental shift for the Lyman α (Ly α ) line for Al 12+ with estimated electron density n ∼ (5 − 10) × 10 23 /cc and temperature T ∼ 300 eV is given by 3.7 ± 0.7 eV [12] . Our calculation using IS model at n = 2.5 × 10 24 /cc yields a value 3.41 eV whereas a quantum mechanical calculations of Nguyen et al. [27] based on collision theory yields a value 3.5 eV at n = 8 × 10
23 /cc and T ∼ 300 eV. Figure 1 shows the general trend of the transition energy 1s → 2p for Al 12+ against the Ion Sphere radius R with non relativistic and relativistic models. For the relativistic case weighted average of the p 3 2 and p 1 2 state energies have been reported all throughout. It appears that the relativistic results differ only at higher plasma electron densities. In Figure 2 we plotted the non relativistic and relativistic transition wavelengths 1s → 2p, 3p and 4p against IS plasma density for Ar 17+ . The relativistic effects are little more pronounced here as the nuclear charge Z is larger. Figure 3 displays a comparison of our calculated results for the transition wavelengths for Ar 17+ using non relativistic as well as relativistic methods within Ion Sphere (IS) model and spatially confined Debye screening model with the laser plasma experimental data. The experimental data are in reasonable agreement with the calculated theoretical results. The laser plasma experiment by Nantel et al. [10] yields data on Hydrogen and Helium like spectra of C under strong plasma with estimated density of n = 1.5 × 10 21 /cc and temperature 48 eV. We have performed non relativistic and relativistic estimates of the positions of Lyman lines of C 5+ using the Ion Sphere (IS) model at experimental density and spatially confined Debye plasma model at the same density and temperature. In Figure 4 we displayed our results along with those obtained by Nantel et al. [10] . We observed very reasonable fitting with the experimental lines positions for the Lyman transitions 1s → 2p, 3p, 4p, 5p and 6p. It appears that with IS model non relativistic and relativistic estimates agree very well while there are little variations with confined Debye plasma model.
Conclusion
From the analysis of the calculated data by using IS and Debye models one can conclude that IS model, though simple, yields very reasonable theoretical estimates of spectral line positions and shifts of the spectral lines obtained from laser produced plasmas. It can be a viable method for the understanding of the experimental observations on strongly coupled plasmas obtained in laboratory and astrophysics. 
